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Toxic Masculinity 

On May 23, 2014, 22-year-old Elliot Rodger finally decided he was tired of the 

alleged social rejection he received from his peers and went on a shooting spree at the University 

of California, Santa Barbara. He killed himself and took six students’ lives with him, leaving 

fourteen others injured. Rodger’s intentions to seek retribution were similar in nature to those of 

a rapist, narcissist, and psychopath. When a tragic event--such as the Isla Vista killings--strikes 

our nation, blame tends to be placed: blame easily accessible weapons, blame lack of mental 

health awareness, blame the parents, blame the shooter, blame the victims, blame the doctors, 

blame the school . It is much more comforting to have a tangible cause (even if it is not the direct 1

cause) to the tragedy, rather than to be in the dark on why these things are happening . Therefore, 2

we come up with temporary solutions (i.e. gun control, campus safety, etc.) that do not actually 

prevent or affect the social issues at hand. Instead, our attention needs to be directed elsewhere. 

Masculinity and heteronormativity are taught to us at a young age everywhere; we learned 

from peers, adults and parents, religion, school, social media . The vicious cycle that is 3

reaffirmed in daily life is inescapable and has detrimental outcomes such low self-esteem, 
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issues within the LGBT community, mental health issues, sexual violence, and murder that 

may be prevented in the future with proper attention.  

Rodger’s feelings of rejection from female peers specifically because of a learned, 

distorted masculine complex led him to kill. In order to prevent or work on preventing 

catastrophes such as this we need to humanize the perpetrator and look at the sociological 

teachings that have been affirmed since biblical times.  To highlight the gravity of this issue, I 

will first discuss how masculinity and heteronormativity are caught in a vicious cycle and how 

each have been constantly reaffirmed. After this, I will look at the small and large scale effects of 

such reaffirmations. Subsequently, I will address a possible argument against my claim by 

proving how this is a social issue that affects everyone. I will follow this with a conclusion that 

includes a summary of my posed solution to masculinity as a social issue.  

In “Dude, You’re a Fag: Masculinity and Sexuality in High School”, C.J. Pascoe 

introduces the idea of “compulsive heterosexuality” (86), in which [high school] boys attempt to 

get girls, subsequently sharing this act via locker room talk. It has created an illusion where 

asserting dominance over girls and talking about it in groups of guys is the norm. The 

“mastering” of girls’ bodies (Pascoe, 87) equates to having a male identity. Pascoe describes how 

“constraint of female bodies gets translated as masculinity and femininity, embedding sexualized 

meanings in which heterosexual flirting is coded as female helplessness and male bodily 

dominance” (Pascoe, 100). At the peak of his pubescent years, a boy could become angry easily 

if they get rejected, “because of their presumed rights to girl’s bodies” (Pascoe, 95). Engaging in 

compulsive heterosexuality plays a key role in male friendships and the ways in which they 

interact with each other; it is a way to compete with and prove themselves to each other. Along 
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with doing eighteen months of fieldwork at a high school, Pascoe refers to Adrienne Rich, Judith 

Butler, and Sheila Jeffreys-- all well-known gender theorists-- regarding their ideas on the 

“‘recreation of masculinity and femininity’” and how it is “reinforced through everyday 

interactions” (87). The unattainability of today’s definition of masculinity acts as if it were a 

carousel, the carousel going in never ending circles, circles that lead its riders to nowhere . They 4

do not know they have the option to get off, it is normal for them; they keep going until they get 

what they want: acknowledgement, validation, a sense of belonging . 5

Not only is compulsive heterosexuality reaffirmed by interactions between high school 

boys, but also in religion. In the Abrahamic religions, it is taught that Eve was created from the 

left rib of Adam--man . Man created woman . Women came from men. Along with these 6 7

teachings, our parents also played a significant role in the affirmation of heteronormativity and 

masculinity. Allowing preschool weddings, promoting us to have crushes at a young age, 

oversexualizing breasts in public, and other small things are just some of the ways in which this 

reaffirmation is embedded deeply in our society. Things our parents learned from their parents 

are being taught to us. The government’s tax benefits and our educational system mirror 

compulsive heteronormative ways, too. Before the recent legalization of gay marriage in 2015, 

the government offered tax benefits to married couples (only recognized by law if between a 

man and woman.)  

As exemplified by our shooter Elliot Rodger, attention and popularity is sought out by 

school shooters, not only as a trophy for what they have done but to feel like they hold some sort 
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of domination over their peers and those around them (Evans, 3). Because of the “never-ending 

struggle to prove their own masculinity and heterosexuality,” those like Rodger “found 

themselves entangled in the need to constantly affirm their sense of manhood through asserting 

what they were not” (Evans, 13). The reaffirmation of the vicious cycle have detrimental effects; 

frustrated high school boys cannot obliterate anyone they wish, but they can buy a gun and 

follow them in the hallways at school (Evans, 20). Elliot Rodger speaks to this struggle in a 

youtube video uploaded before the shooting, “ever since I hit puberty I have been forced to 

endure an existence of loneliness, rejection, and unfulfilled desires all because girls have never 

been attracted to me” (0:28-0:42) Believing himself to be the “true alpha male” (3:04-3:10) and 

the “supreme gentleman,” (1:55-1:58) he wondered why he had seen females throw themselves 

at his peers, but not him (0:44-0:52).  His revenge targeted “all those popular kids who live[d] 

such lives of hedonistic pleasure while [he] had to rot in loneliness for...years” (3:30-3:39). Kids 

like Rodger feel like they are never good enough and never will be. He was taught, “like most 

young American men...that he was entitled to sex and female attention” (Valenti, n.pg.). Because 

he has a ‘god-given right’, women’s unacknowledgement of him seemed like “injustice” and 

“crime” (Valenti, n.pg.), therefore making them worthy of death in his eyes.  

Sexual assault and rape culture are few among many of the implications masculinity and 

heteronormativity creates. Some men believe that they should be able to get what they want, 

when they want, whatever it may be. It is their god-given right, and “no” does not mean “no” 

coming from an object that can’t talk (or that they can’t/choose not to hear). According to 

assistant professor of religious studies, Jeremy Posadas, in order to “eradicate sexual violence, 

we must transform the apparatuses by which boys are subjectified into toxically masculine men” 
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(178). He concludes that changing the way in which masculinity is experienced will help put an 

end to violence (not only sexual) across all genders.  

The practice of masculinity in terms of the carousel allows boys to secure their sexuality 

as well. If they desire girls, then they cannot desire other boys; talking about it with other boys 

(bragging, exaggerating) somehow justifies their sexuality and makes them feel more 

comfortable.  In “Post-Coming Out Complications,” Tony E. Adams claims how coming out as 

gay creates many issues within boy familial and platonic relationships; it throws him into “a kind 

of queer melancholy, a prolonged sadness heavily informed by [his] same-sex attraction and 

other’s reaction to/lack of acknowledgement to this attraction” (70). Compulsory 

heteronormativity and masculinity serve as a threat to tolerance. Not only does it happen 

between the straight and gay community, but also within the gay community. Martin R. 

Schneider acknowledges that “the perception that bi women are ‘experimenting’ while bi men 

are ‘closeted gay’ is some misogynist ‘all-roads-lead-to-dick’ BS.”  Schneider calls bullshit to 8

biphobia within the community and how “it all comes down to devaluing women” because 

“‘regardless of your gender, wouldn’t you always rather have a man?’” He states that a huge 

reason heteronormativity and masculinity is reaffirmed is that men are expected to act like men 

and women are expected to act like women--we play into the gender roles.  

Masculinity is a problem that affects everybody, despite what some may argue. Though 

not everyone is directly at fault for its reaffirmation, it involves them anyway. There are certain 

expectations and burdens put on our shoulders depending on our gender at birth and with each 

day that it is reaffirmed. Even if you do not rape, kill, or act out in violence, you still carry the 
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burden of being part of a society with a masculine complex that causes said catastrophes . Even 9

if you do not go on a killing spree, you or someone you know could be the next victim. Part of 

the human condition is lack of tolerance, a strong passion toward benefiting ourselves, and 

thinking that we are better than ‘the other’. If masculinity and its reaffirmation involves all three 

in our society, part of being human comes with the burden of it and the affects that it has.  

I have struggled with male relationships, being a bisexual woman, as post-coming out 

complications have altered many friendships I have attempted to keep . I have always been 10

more tomboyish and enjoyed having male friends. However feelings are a teenage bagger at the 

grocery store and self-esteem is a carton of eggs at the bottom of the bag . Not being interested, 11

being taken (especially by a girl), or turning them down either corrupts their self-esteem and 

masculinity or corrupts our friendships. Not only has this made me question whether or not men 

and women can actually be friends, but also fear the reactions of those I don’t know being 

rejected by myself or others. In “Faggots, Fame, and Firepower,” Richard Evans offers criticism 

of the way Columbine’s principal dealt with comforting the students after a shooting took place 

on campus. The principal told them to show their emotions and that it was not the time to try and 

be masculine, something I find we do a lot of in the midst of tragedy. However, this implies that 

“mass murder is somehow the exception where manliness can be temporarily set aside” (Evans, 

14). Do we have to wait for another killing spree before we can set aside masculinity? We need 

to begin now with the acknowledgement of this sociological problem and small changes to the 

everyday reaffirmations of heteronormativity and masculinity. Consciousness of this issue is the 

9 Humbling lense 
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first step in transforming the way masculinity is experienced and the way in which our everyday 

lives are shaped by it.  
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